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Morning! It's going to be completely random, but I caught myself humming some lullabies for my kids last night, and I didn't realize how awful some of the lyrics were! Wow! Here's the first one who caught me by surprise, and it didn't get much better as they progressed, ha ha... Quiet, little baby, don't say a word. Dad's going to buy you a mockingbird and if
that nightingale doesn't break, Dad's going to buy you a diamond ring and if the diamond ring turns into brass, Dad's going to buy you a look, and if that look goes bad, Dad's going to buy you a goat and if that goat doesn't pull, Dad's going to buy you a cart and a bull, and if the cart and the bull turn, Dad's going to buy you a dog named Rover, and if the dog
named Rover doesn't bark that Dad's going to buy you a horse and a cart, And if the horse and cart fall, you'll still be the sweetest baby in town. Worst. I don't know. Song. Ever. The only good thing about it was that the last line about babies is always being the sweetest, ha ha... But hope he's sweet enough to inherit all of Dad's debts later! (And don't get
spoiled in the process!) Once I switched gears when I realized what I was singing, it got better for the wallet but not so much the kid: Rock-a-Bye Baby, in the beginning of the tree when the wind blows, the cradle swings as the branch breaks, the cradle falls and drops a baby, a crib and all of NOOOO!!!!!!!!!!! Who makes these scary songs???! We've all been
brainwashed!!! No, no, no, no, no But as bad as it was, it was Clementine who shocked me the most... Especially since my whole life I thought it was uplifting as I've only learned to hum it over the years. But no! Fool me again! In the cave, in the canyon dug into a miner's living mine, forty-nine and his daughter, Clementine Ho, my dear, oh, My dear Oh,
Clementine My dear, you are lost and gone forever, sorry, Clementine Light She was, as her mouth and shoes were number nine boxes of herring without sandal tops Were to Clementine Oh, my dear Oh, my dear Oh, Clementine My dear You are lost and gone forever Terrible, Clementine drove a duckling into the water only at nine, hit her leg against a chip
that fell into the salt water , my dear, oh, my dear Oh, My dear Clementine, you are lost and gone forever, my lips Clementine Ruby over the water blowing soft bubbles and until but alas, but alas I wasn't a swimmer so I lost my Clementine Oh, darling, oh, darling Oh, Clementine Darling You're lost and gone forever Terribly sorry, Clementine and then the
miner, 49, soon started to peak and Pine I thought he should join his daughter now he's with his daughter , my dear, oh, my dear Oh, my dear Clementine you are lost and gone forever terrible Clementine has a graveyard on the hillside where the flowers grow and threads have roses, 'Mongst the flowers fertilized by Clementine fertilized?? Death?!! Come on!
How did we get here? Singing these songs to our kids for so long is going to be hard to erase those memories now, ha ha... Luckily there are still plenty of lullabies that are child-friendly and dad confirmed: Little Spider-Bitsy You Sleep (Frère Jacques) Baa Baa Black Sheep and Sequin, Sparkle, Little Star... Despite how they still wonder what's so shiny in the
sky is beyond me as it says it right there in the title!! And if you really want to hit them with some financial charm as they drift off to sleep, I can recommend: coins! By ABC Mouse. Catchy and educational! And that's all I have for you today:) I just had to get it out of my heart in case someone wanted to start boycotting!! It's amazing what we say without
thinking about it! If you're still craving something financial this morning, check out this post I came across anew and see how well you score: 20 signs you're financially stable (and 20 signs you're not!) not sure what will give you sweeter dreams tonight, but you're welcome anyway ;)*** // Pic up by cocoparisienne Jay likes to talk about money, collecting coins,
blasting hip hop, and hanging out with his three beautiful sons. You can check out all his online projects jmoney.biz. Thank you for reading the blog! Reader interactions I heard it, the music is very similar to SOS music by Rhianna. Sounds like the song came out between the '80s and '90s... The singer says it, you gotta run, run away as far as I know, it's not
the cracks. Thank you! There's nothing like a good love song that's going to get you in the mood for Valentine's Day. Talking about love is hard, and singing about it is even harder. That's why we leave it to experts to put all this messy emotions into beautifully packaged poetic and melodic words. Let Beyoncé, Lana and Chance show them what an affair really
is with our list of the best modern love songs. Whether you're building a playlist for an evening with this special someone or planning a Galantine Day brunch, these hits will surely give you all the work. There is some love by Childish Gambino and this content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you
may be able to find more information, on its website. On his melancholy album Awaken My Love, this Song by Childish Gambino stands out as an uplifting but cool love song. It's All Me by John Legend This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its
website. Not only are John Legend's songs obviously romantic, but they also worked for him - he and Chery Teigen have one of the most beloved marriages on the Internet. R.E.M. by Ariana Grande This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its
website. Grande's smacked voice, for the proper name Sweetener, gives a pop twist to the classic love proclamation ballad. Romeo and Juliet by the killers This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. A Song Cover of The Straits of Deere
has managed to overshadow the original in pop culture, doubling karaoke's favorite gait. Make Me Feel by Janelle counters this content imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. No heartbreaking lyrics, no dark words – Janelle Monae's Make Me Feel,
from her acclaimed album Dirty Computer, is about easy, sweet love. Lovesong by Adele This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. The power and emotion behind her voice will fall in love with Adele by the end of this song. With you by
Mariah Carey this content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. So much of Carrie's significant discography is dedicated to declarations of love, so it's hard to pick one song for this list. However, with you it certainly stands out. LOVE. By Kendrick
Lamar ft. Zacari This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. It's not the love song of being together forever. It's realistic, I want to be with you, would you still love me if... Melody - and it's all good for it. Greetings by Chance the Rapper This
content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. Chance has proven time and time again—whether he declares a love for his fiancée or donates his resources to charities in Chicago—that he's the real deal. Which makes this uplifting confessional
song even more touching, even if it's more about faith-based love than romantic diversity. I found you from Alabama Shakes content that's imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. The modern country band Alabama Shake created an irresistible ballad
in I Found You. None of this content is imported from YouTube by Alicia Keys. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. This classic will never go away — it is actually embedded in our cultural understanding of what love is. And it's good the same time you press a player. Drunk
in Love by Beyoncé ft. Jay-Z This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content Another template, or you can find more information, on their website. Leave it to our Queen Beyoncé to make a tune that's just as good to dance to as it is to listen alone in your room, or a belt in the shower. Ed Sheeran's perfect content is
imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. It didn't take the nurse long before Ed Sheeran won the romantics' hearts, not small because of that number. Love on the Brain by Rihanna This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the
same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. Somewhere between a hymn and a lament, in R&amp;B's ballad Love on the Brain gets stuck in your head too easily - and you won't be sad that she's there. Think of you by Frank Ocean This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. Frank Ocean is loved for just this kind of song, mixing the beats of the moment with some irresistible classical singers. You have the love by Florence and the machine this content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format,
or you may be able to find more information, on its website. A surprisingly uplifting romantic ballad from melancholy Florence and the Machine, You've Got The Love is the kind of song you turn on all the way up when you hear it on the radio. Love by Lena Del Rey This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different
format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. Love is not an ode to picture-perfect romance - Lana Del Rey's music brand pretty much doesn't coincide with it - but the song connects with another face of emotion in a way you'll have to play it over and over again. The Mystery of Love by Sufjan Stevens This content is imported from
YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. To make the cut to the soundtrack call me by your name, every song will have to drip romance, and the love mystery does just that. Better by Khalid This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. Khalid quickly makes a name for himself with smooth melodies of the moment, which is exactly what he provides with better. Trip by Ella May This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to
find more information, on its website. Listen to British musician Ella May sing about how love makes me trip over you, and it won't be long before you trip over her. Lover by Taylor Swift This content is imported Youtube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. From Swift's new
album comes a romantic epic that's guaranteed to make your heart flail. Grab someone you love because this song requires a sloy dance. Señorita by Shawn Mendes and Camila Cabello This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information, on its website. Be sure
to include this steamy duet on your Valentine's Day playlist. It's hard to ignore the latin-inspired catchy tune of the couple Shawn Mendes and Camila Cabello. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar
content piano.io piano.io
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